Bachelor of Science in Education

Middle School General Science and High School Biology

Through hands-on learning, mentorship and an innovative curriculum, Broward College prepares a new generation of science teachers for the 21st century classroom. The experience of education majors combines one-on-one faculty attention with countless opportunities for experiential education to create a program like no other.

**LEARN BY DOING**
Get your hands dirty by performing experiments and taking field trips to local parks, nature centers and museums.

**PROFESSORS AS MENTORS**
Students build lifelong relationships with our math faculty, which not only improves program success, but can also lead to jobs.

**TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION**
Connected Classrooms provide technology-rich experiences where students master technology integration for instructional purposes. Modern devices including SMART Board, iPads and laptops are available to create classroom environments that support innovation.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Gain experience and build a network through participation in local science fairs and college-wide science events. Our community partners invite students to make presentations, serve as science fair judges and lead activities at local science events.

GRADUATE SUCCESS

Broward College has a reputation for producing Florida’s most well-prepared teachers. With countless networking opportunities and maximum exposure in Broward County Public Schools, alumni are sought after by local principals, even prior to graduation.

Prerequisite Courses

MIDDLE SCHOOL GENERAL SCIENCE

EDF1005: Intro to the Teaching Profession
EDF2085: Intro to Diversity & Exceptionalities for Education
EME2040: Intro to Educational Technology
BSC2010 / BSC2010L: Intro to Biology I
BSC2011 / BSC2011L: Intro to Biology II
CHM1045 / CHM1045L: Intro to Chemistry I
OCE1001 / OCE1001L: Intro to Oceanography
GLY1010 / GLY1010L: Physical Geology

HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY

EDF1005: Intro to the Teaching Profession
EDF2085: Intro to Diversity & Exceptionalities for Education
EME2040: Intro to Educational Technology
BSC2010 / BSC2010L: Intro to Biology I
BSC2011 / BSC2011L: Intro to Biology II
CHM1045 / CHM1045L: Intro to Chemistry I
CHM1046 / CHM1046L: General Chemistry II
OCE1001: Intro to Oceanography